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coming soon. So stay connected with us for more updates on Velamma.Photosensing and fluorescence lifetime of a bacteriorhodopsin-related pigment. Photosensitive
bacteria, along with plants, algae, and certain invertebrate organisms, carry in their cell membranes a photosensitive pigment, bacteriorhodopsin, that pumps protons
across membranes. The geometry and the molecular structure of bacteriorhodopsin are similar to those of rhodopsin, the pigment in the visual rhodopsin rods of the eyes
of higher animals. In this work, we have studied in detail the photosensing and fluorescence lifetime properties of a bacteriorhodopsin-like pigment isolated from the red-
pigmented bacterium called Natrinema sp. DS. The pigment containing bacteriorhodopsin comprises a group of cofactors called bacterioopsins in which the chromophore
is an amino acid residue instead of retinal. Photosensitive pigment was extracted from the cells and purified to homogeneity by procedures that were developed for
bacteriorhodopsin purification. The properties of this pigment were compared with those of bacteriorhodopsin and other well characterized bacteriorhodopsin derivatives
such as NpBR1 of Natrinema pealei. The pigment was found to be efficient in absorbing light at wavelengths shorter than 340 nm and was active in the photocycle. The
emission of the pigment chromophore was characterized by fluorescence upconversion techniques, and the fluorescence lifetime of the chromophore in the ground and
excited states was determined. The bacterioopsin pigment exhibited properties of the Type-II class of bacteriorhodopsin found in purple bacteria, such as a relatively high
quantum efficiency, 5-10 percent, and a
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